
Last night we got the release of the Federal Reserve's July meeting
minutes, with the US central bank indicating that it expects to start
tapering off its asset purchasing programme this year, should the
current economic recovery in the States continue. Central bankers
are clearly moving forward with their debates over the timing and
scope of pulling back some of their crisis-era bond-buying, as we
emerge from the pandemic, with most Fed officials now estimating
that the United States' economy will have made enough of a
recovery to meet the "substantial further progress" necessary to do
so this year.
We must take this opportunity to point out: these set of minutes
made it clear to investors and the public alike that an earlier than
expected tapering of QE will not necessarily mean that the Fed will
bring forward its plans to begin hiking interest rates, as many Fed
officials believing that the bank should "clearly reaffirm the absence
of any mechanical link between the timing of tapering and that of an
eventual increase in...the federal funds rate".
Risk assets have come under pressure since last night's release, as
the QE which is now in question has been one of the main factors
underpinning equities in particular over the past 12+ months, New
York's S&P500 closing over 1% lower last night while its futures
contract is roughly another percent lower this morning.
Looking at inflation, the majority of Fed policymakers felt that recent
data were broadly in line with the central bank's long-term goals,
while unemployment was near to doing so after dropping from
14.8% in the height of the first wave, to the current 5.4%.
With regard to the Fed, all eyes will now be on next week's annual
central banking conference in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, due to take
place between Thursday and Saturday.
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Equities: European equities are selling off by between 1.75% and 2.25% on Thursday morning,
after a fairly negative handover from Asia in the early hours of this morning. Concerns around Fed
tapering have grown after the release of last night's minutes, as the global economy also looks set to
lose some momentum. The VIX volatility index has moved to its highest levels in a month, above
$24.30, as futures in the US continue to sell off this morning. Data will be light coming into the
weekend, investors will likely focus on the delta variant, and any possible communication from Fed
officials.
Currencies: The Dollar has grinded higher this week, boosted by heightened geopolitical risks,
concerns over delta and global restriction extensions, and finally by the stronger possibility of Fed
asset-purchase tapering some time soon. EUR/USD has this morning touched its lowest point,
1.166, since early November 2020, having breached an important support line.
Safe-havens: Bond markets were broadly quiet again yesterday, Germany's 10yr Bund yielding a
negative 49 basis points and flirting with its lowest yields since the start of the year. In the States,
the benchmark 10yr is heading higher again this morning (pushing yields lower), yielding 1.23%.
Gold markets have been surprisingly stable following last night's Fed release, the metal 0.30% higher
on Thursday to $1,789.
Looking ahead: This afternoon we will get the weekly US unemployment claims figure, not
expected to move markets hugely. Tomorrow will also be relatively quiet on the data front, the UK
will release monthly retail sales results before market open, followed by the same from Canada after
lunch. Next week Medtronic plc, Salesforce, and the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China will
release Q2 earnings results.
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Oil Prices
Oil prices are currently selling off for the sixth consecutive trading
session, WTI Crude down to $63.05 as we write, Brent Crude to
$66.19 as both trade their lowest prices since late May. The so-called
'black gold' has now seen its longest losing streak since its February
2020 pandemic-induced price crash, as rising global cases of the
delta Covid variant have increased fears of lower fuel demand in the
months ahead, along with a recently strong Dollar and a surprise
build in US gasoline inventories. Gasoline stockpiles last week rose
by 696,000 barrels to 228.2 million according to the Energy
Information Administration (EIA) in the US, versus analysts'
expectations for a 1.7m barrel drop.
We have also seen concerns growing recently about slower growth in
China (the planet's largest importer of oil), caused mostly by fresh
restrictions across parts of the country in response to rising Covid
cases.


